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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Encourage creativity and a
lifelong love for learning with draw and write books! This super
CUTE kindergarten draw and write journal makes a great gift
for girls ages 4-6. Great for trips. The interior consists of pages
for drawing and writing. Some pages are lined and other pages
include places and drawing with headline prompts that say
things like Draw a Picture of What You Discover Today. Children
can write stories, make Christmas wish lists or write down
anything that comes to mind. ***Bonus activity Pages are found
at the end of the journal. These pages feature characters to
color in and comparison activities called spot the difference.
This encourages kids to look at two different, yet similar images
to see if they can spot the difference between the two characters.
Interesting mazes are also found at the end of the journal.: ).
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Reviews
This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the
future. I am just easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Ver nie Schimmel
The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again
once again in the foreseeable future. Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading
this pdf.
-- Dr . Ja ydon Mosciski
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